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The shot noise produced by tunneling of electrons and holes into a double dot system incorporated inside a
p- i -n junction is investigated theoretically. The enhancement of the shot noise is shown to originate from the
entangled electron-hole pair created by superradiance. The analogy to the superconducting Cooper pair box is
pointed out. A series of Zeno-like measurements is shown to destroy the entanglement, except for the case of
maximum entanglement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement has become one of the most im-
portant issues since the rapid developments in quantum in-
formation science.1 Much research has been devoted to
studying entanglement as induced by a direct interaction be-
tween the individual subsystems.2 Very recently, a lot of at-
tention has been focused on reservoir-induced entanglement3

with the purpose to shed light on the generation of entangle-
ment, and to better understand quantum decoherence.

Furthermore, shot noise4 has been identified as a valuable
indicator of particle entanglement in transport experiments.5

A well studied example is the doubling of the full shot noise
in S-I -N tunnel junctions,6 where N is a normal metal,S
stands for a superconductor, andI is an insulating barrier.
The origin of this enhancement comes from the break-up of
the spin-singlet state, which results in a quick transfer of two
electrical charges.

In this paper, we demonstrate how the dynamics of en-
tangled excitons formed by superradiance can be revealed
from the observations of current fluctuations. A doubled
zero-frequency shot noise is found for the case of zero sub-
radiant decay rate. We relate the particle noise to photon
noise by calculating the first order photon coherence func-
tion. Furthermore, strong reservoir coupling acts like a con-
tinuous measurement, which is shown to suppress the forma-
tion of the entanglement, except for the state of maximum
entanglement. These novel features imply that our model
provides a new way to examine both the bunching behavior
and a Zeno-like effect of the reservoir induced entanglement.

II. DOUBLE DOT MODEL

The effect appears in double quantum dots embedded in-
side ap-i-n junction.7 It involves superradiant and subradiant
decay through two singlet and triplet entangled states,uS0l
=1/Î2suU1l− uU2ld and uT0l=1/Î2suU1l+ uU2ld, and one
ground stateuDl= u0,0;0,0l, where uU1l= ue,h;0 ,0l suU2l
= u0,0;e,hld represents one exciton in dot 1(2). Electron and
hole reservoirs coupled to both dots have chemical potentials
such that electrons and holes can tunnel into the dot. For the
physical phenomena we are interested in, the current is as-
sumed to be conducted through dot 1 only(Fig. 1). There-

fore, the exciton statesu0,0;e,hl (in dot 2) can only be cre-
ated via the exciton-photon interactions.

The exciton-photon coupling is described by an interac-
tion Hamiltonian

HI = o
k

1
Î2

ghDkbkfs1 + eik·rduS0l

3kDu + s1 − eik·rduT0lkDug + H.c.j, s1d

wherebk is the photon operator,gDk is the coupling strength,
r is the position vector between the two quantum dots. Here,
g is a constant with the unit of the tunneling rate. The dipole
approximation is not used in our calculation since we keep
the full eik·r terms in the Hamiltonian. The coupling of the
dot states to the electron and hole reservoirs is described by
the standard tunnel Hamiltonian

HV = o
q

sVqcq
†u0lkU1u + Wqdq

†u0lkDu + H.c.d, s2d

where cq and dq are the electron operators in the left and
right reservoirs, respectively, andu0l= u0,h;0 ,0l denotes
one-hole state in dot 1.Vq andWq couple the channelsq of
the electron and the hole reservoirs. Here we have neglected
the stateue,0 ;0 ,0l for convenience. This can be justified by
fabricating a thicker barrier on the electron side so that there
is little chance for an electron to tunnel in advance.8

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the structure.
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III. RATE EQUATIONS AND NOISE SPECTRUM

The ratesGU (electron reservoir) andGD (hole reservoir)
for tunneling between the dot and the connected reservoirs
can be calculated fromHV by perturbation theory. In double
quantum dots, decay of the excited levels is governed by
collective behavior, i.e., superradiance and subradiance. The
corresponding decay rates for the stateuS0l and uT0l can be
obtained fromHI and are denoted byg2gS andg2gT, respec-
tively. We are then in the position to set up the equations of
motion for the time-dependent occupation probabilitiesnjstd,
j =0,D,S0,T0, of the double dot states. Together with the nor-
malization conditiono jnjstd=1, the equations of motion are
Laplace-transformed intoz-space9 for convenience and read

zn̂S0
szd = − igfp̂S0,Dszd − p̂D,S0

szdg

+ GUF1

z
− n̂S0

szd − n̂T0
szd − n̂DszdG ,

zn̂T0
szd = − igfp̂T0,Dszd − p̂D,T0

szdg

+ GUF1

z
− n̂S0

szd − n̂T0
szd − n̂DszdG ,

zn̂Dszd = − igfp̂S0,Dszd − p̂D,S0
szd

+ p̂T0,Dszd − p̂D,T0
szdg −

2GD

z
n̂Dszd. s3d

Here,pS0,Dstd=pD,S0

p std andpT0,Dstd=pD,T0

p std are off-diagonal
matrix elements of the reduced density operator of the
double dots, whose Laplace-transformed equations of motion
close the set(3):

p̂S0,Dszd = iggSn̂S0
szd − GDgSp̂S0,Dszd,

p̂T0,Dszd = iggTn̂T0
szd − GDgTp̂T0,Dszd. s4d

Note that in getting the above equations, one has to do a
decoupling approximation of dot operators and photon op-
erators. This means we are interested in small coupling pa-
rameters here, and a decoupling of the reduced density ma-
trix r̃st8d is used:r̃st8d<rph

0 Trphrst8d.9 The stationary tunnel
currentI can be defined as the change of the occupation of
nDstd for large timest and is given by

I ; lim
t→`

igfpS0,Dstd − pD,S0
std + pT0,Dstd − pD,T0

stdg, s5d

where we have set the electron chargee=1 for convenience.
In a quantum conductor in nonequilibrium, electronic cur-

rent noise originates from the dynamical fluctuations of the
current being away from its average. To study correlations
between carriers, we relate the qubit dynamics with the hole
reservoir operators by introducing the degree of freedomn as
the number of holes that have tunneled through the hole-side
barrier and write

ṅ0
sndstd = − GUn0

sndstd + GDnD
sn−1dstd,

ṅS0

sndstd =
GU

2
n0

sndstd + igfpS0,D
snd std − pD,S0

snd stdg,

ṅT0

sndstd =
GU

2
n0

sndstd + igfpT0,D
snd std − pD,T0

snd stdg,

ṅD
sndstd = − GDn0

sndstd − igfpS0,D
snd std − pD,S0

snd std

+ pT0,D
snd std − pD,T0

snd stdg. s6d

Equations(6) allow us to calculate the particle current and
the noise spectrum fromPnstd=n0

sndstd+nS0

sndstd+nT0

sndstd nD
sndstd

which gives the total probability of findingn electrons in the
collector by timet. In particular, the noise spectrumSID

can
be calculated via the MacDonald formula,10

SID
svd = 2ve2E

0

`

dt sinsvtd
d

dt
fkn2stdl − stkIld2g, s7d

wheresd/dtdkn2stdl=onn
2Pnstd. Solving Eqs.(6) and(3), we

obtain

SID
svd = 2eIh1 + GDfn̂Dsz= − ivd + n̂Dsz= ivdgj. s8d

In the zero-frequency limit, Eq.(8) reduces to

SID
sv = 0d = 2eIH1 + 2GD

d

dz
fzn̂Dszdgz=0J , s9d

which is analogous to a recent calculation of noise in dissi-
pative, open two-level systems.11

IV. RESULTS

A. Current noise

To display the dependence of carrier correlations on the
dot distanced, Fig. 2 shows the result for zero-frequency
noise SID

sv=0d as a function of the inter-dot distance. In

FIG. 2. (Color online) Fano factor as a function of inter-dot
distance. The vertical and horizontal units areSID

s0d /2eI and l,
respectively. The inset shows the value ofSphsvd is equal to that of
the one-dot limit ford→` (dashed line), while it approacheszero
noiseasd=0.005l (solid line).
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plotting the figure, the tunneling rates,GU and GD, are as-
sumed to be equal to 0.1g0 and g0, respectively. Here, a
value of 1/1.3 ns for the free-space quantum dot decay rate
g0 is used in our calculations.12 As shown in Fig. 2, the Fano
factor

F ;
SID

s0d

2ekIl
,

is enhanced by a factor of 2 as the dot distanced is much
smaller than the wavelengthsld of the emitted photon. To
explain this enhancement, we approximate the Fano factor in
the limit of small subradiant decay rate, i.e.,

g2gS! GU , GD < g2gT,

where we obtain

SIDs0d
2ekIl

< 2 − 2g2gSF 1

g2gT
+ 3S 1

GD
+

1

GU
D +

2GD

g2 G .

s10d

This is analogous to the case of the single electron transistor
near a Cooper pair resonance as discussed recently by Choi
and co-workers.13 In their calculations, the Fano factor is
expressed as Ss0d /2ekIl=2−f8EJ

2+sEJ
2+2G2d / s3EJ

2+G2

+4«2d2g. In the strong dephasing limit(EJ!G, whereEJ is
the Josephson coupling energy), the zero-frequency shot
noise is also enhanced by a factor of 2. Since the doubled
shot noise in Josephson junction is attributed to the bunching
behavior of Cooper pairs(in singlet state), we then conclude
the enhancement in our system is also due to the entangle-
ment induced by the photon reservoir.

B. Photon noise

It is worthwhile to compare the current noise with the
photon noisegenerated by the collective decay of the double
dot excitons. In order to do so, we have calculated the power
spectrum of the fluorescence spectrum,14 which can be ex-
pressed as

Sphsvd =
1

p
ReE

0

`

Gs1dftgeivtdt, s11d

whereGs1dftg is the first order coherence function and reads

Gs1dftg ~ u1 + ei2pd/lu2kpS0,Ds0dpD,S0
stdl

+ u1 − ei2pd/lu2kpT0,Ds0dpD,T0
stdl. s12d

The two time-dependent correlation functions in the above
equation can be calculated from the quantum regression
theorem, and the numerical result ofSphsvd is shown explic-
itly in the inset of Fig. 2. As can be seen, the value ofSphsvd
is equal to that of the one-dot case ford→` (dashed line),
while it approaches zero asd=0.005l (red line). In the limit
of d=0, one observes no photon emission from the double
dot system since the exciton is now in its maximum en-
tangled state and does not decay. This feature implies that
photon noise is suppressed by the bunching of excitons, and
its behavior is opposite to that for the electronic case.15

C. Noise and measurement

Now we investigate how the measurement affects the shot
noise spectrum. In the usual Zeno paradox,16 a two-level
system(qubit) is completely frozen under a series of mea-
surements, whose time intervalDt is much smaller than the
memory time of the reservoir. In our model, the presence of
the exciton state can be viewed as the excited state, and
whether or not the next hole can tunnel in is determined by
the occupation of this state. Similar to the quantum Zeno
effect, the tunneling of holes at the hole-side tunneling rate
GD can be thought of as continuous measurements. The “in-
terval time”Dt is then inversely proportional toGD. Figure 3
represents the effects of measurements on the frequency-
dependent shot noise spectrum. The numerical results for the
tunneling rateGD=20g0 and GD=g0 are demonstrated by
solid and dashed curves, respectively. If the subradiant decay
rate is set to zero, one obtains the doubled shot noise as
mentioned above. Without superradiance, the values of the
Fano factor are always below unity as shown by the right
inset of Fig. 3. An interesting feature is that the half-width of
the spectrum is narrowed for strong measurementssGD

=20g0d. If one increases the electron-side tunneling rateGU,
there exists no such behavior. This implies that the effective
decay rate is reduced in the presence of strong measure-
ments.

To investigate thoroughly the underlying physics, we plot
the expectation value of the excited statesknSl andknTl as a
function ofGD in the left inset of Fig. 3. One clearly finds the
occupation probabilities grow with increasingGD, and both
of them approach the value of 1/2. This not only means the
measurements tend to localize the exciton in its excited
state,17 but also tells us the entanglement is destroyed under
the strong measurements. However, in the limit of no subra-
diance sg2gS=0d, the occupation probability of the singlet
state is always equal to one, i.e., maximum entanglement is
robust against strong measurements. This is because once the
maximum entangled state is formed, the total probability in
the excited states is also maximum. Strong measurements on

FIG. 3. Effect of measurements on current noiseSIDsvd (“maxi-
mum” superradiance,g2gT=2g2g0, g2gS=0). Solid and dashed lines
correspond toGD=20g0 andGD=g0, respectively. Right inset: The
case of no superradiance. Left inset: Expectation value of the ex-
cited statesknSl and knTl a function ofGD.
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the ground stateuDl have no influence on the singlet en-
tangled state.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A few remarks about experimental realizations of the
present model should be mentioned here. One should note
that biexciton and charged-exciton effects are not included in
our present model. Inclusion of these additional states is ex-
pected to suppress the enhancement of the shot noise, i.e.,
degrees of entanglement. However, this can be controlled
well by limiting the value of bias voltage so that only the
ground-state exciton is present.18 To produce the maximum
entangled state, one can also incorporate the device inside a
microcavity.19 There are two advantages of this design: The
maximum entanglement can be generated even for remote
separation of the two dots, and Forster process20 is avoided
at this distance.

As for the problem of decoherence due to interactions
with phonons, recent experimental data have shown that the
exciton-phonon dephasing rate is smaller than the radiative

decay one in a quantum dot. This means that due to the
discrete energy level scheme in a quantum dot, thephonon-
bottleneck effect tends to suppress the exciton-phonon
interaction.21 Although the present model describes tunneling
of electrons and holes into semiconductor quantum dots, the
whole theory can be applied to electron tunneling through
coupled quantum dots which are interacting via a common
phonon environment.22

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the shot noise
of superradiant entangled excitons is enhanced by a factor of
two as compared to the Poissonian value. This enhancement
was attributed to exciton entanglement, induced by the elec-
tromagnetic field(common photon reservoir), and an anal-
ogy to the Cooper pair box was made. Second, we found the
relaxation behavior of the qubits in the presence of strong
measurements, and the Zeno-like effect tends to destroy the
entanglement and localize the qubits in the excited states.
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